
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: French Year 12
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year Summer 1 Summer 2
Knowledge to be
taught

During this time, two learning modules will be undertaken:

Learning Module G: Positive aspects of a diverse society
During this time, students will learn how to…
● consider the benefits of an ethnically diverse society
● form and use the present tense
● use dictionaries effectively
● consider the need for tolerance and respect of diversity
● form and use the future tense
● use strategies for gist comprehension
● consider how we can promote diversity to create a richer world
● form and use the conditional
● pronounce loanwords authentically

Learning Module J: Young people, voting and politics
During this time, students will learn how to…
● discuss arguments relating to the vote
● examine the French political system and its evolution
● form and use the passive voice
● use strategies to avoid the passive
● discuss engagement levels of young people and their influence on

politics
● form and use the subjunctive mood

End of year exams, introduction to the literature / film element and
the IRP
During this time, students will be preparing for and sitting end of year
exams which will cover listening, reading and writing.

Students will also embark on the study of the literature and film
element:

● No et moi, by Delphine de Vigan, recounts the story of an
academically gifted thirteen year old whose school project
about homelessness leads her to meet No, an 18 year old living
on the streets of Paris

● During this time, students will read the text and learn the
background to the work itself

● La Haine is a 1995 film by Mathieu Kassovitz which deals with
inner city life through the eyes of three young people in the
wake of an act of police brutality and civil unrest.

● During this time, students will watch the film and learn the
background of the time and urban setting in which the film is
set

Students will also be revising for their end of year examination



● talk about data and trends
● discuss the future of politics and political engagement
● use the subjunctive mood
● express doubt and uncertainty

During this time, students will also begin work on selecting a topic for
their Independent Research Project (IRP) which will be presented in
their final speaking exam in year 13. Students are given general advice
but work has to be undertaken independently in line with AQA exam
board rules.

Keywords Knowledge & familiarity of key grammatical terminology and how they
may be different in French:
● present tense
● future tense
● conditional tense
● passive voice
● active voice
● subjunctive
● indicative

Knowledge & familiarity of key examination requirements and
terminology:
● Paper 1, paper 2 paper 3
● IRP (Independent Research Project)
● Stimulus card
● Preparation time
● Cloze exercise
● Complex language
● Analytical response
● Knowledge of French culture

Links to prior
knowledge

● Students will use their general knowledge of the world as a
starting point for their understanding of diversity and politics

● We will refer back to key vocabulary and structures which run
throughout the language

● We will explicitly point out vocabulary and structures which
have been taught at KS4 and expect students to attempt to see
such links for themselves

● Subsequent links between items taught at KS5 will be explicitly
pointed out

● Vocabulary/translation tests will also include some element of
recurring grammar revision to aid long term development

● Revision lessons will link together all material learnt throughout
the whole year

● End of year projects contain new vocabulary as well as building
strongly on topic areas already done

● Students will use their general knowledge of the world as a starting
point for their understanding of the film and book setting

● Students will use their knowledge of the KS5 curriculum to identify
an appropriate topic for the IRP

How knowledge is
assessed

● During the topic, work will be marked frequently and tasks will
include reading comprehensions, short essays, translations and
summary tasks

● Frequent mini-translation tasks will assess knowledge of
specific topic areas as well as general grammatical proficiency

● The end of year exam is designed to assess knowledge
accumulated throughout the year

● During the topic, work will be marked frequently and tasks will
include reading comprehensions, short essays, translations and
summary tasks



● In class speaking will be assessed informally and also through
the regular practice of speaking stimulus cards

● Continual feedback in lesson will be done in dialogue between
student and teacher via a range of assessment for learning
strategies

● Green pens are used for self and peer assessment to build up
students’ ability to critically evaluate their own work

● Homework tasks via Show My Homework will show
accumulation of vocabulary and independence over time

● End of unit tests will assess listening, reading and writing

● Continual feedback in lesson will be done in dialogue between
student and teacher via a range of assessment for learning
strategies

● Green pens are used for self and peer assessment to build up
students’ ability to critically evaluate their own work

● Homework tasks via Show My Homework will show accumulation
of vocabulary and independence over time

How gaps will be
addressed

● Gaps in knowledge will be identified by any of the strategies above
● Lesson starter activities will be adapted to target gaps in

knowledge from the previous lesson(s)
● Formally marked work will require a Medal & Mission response

from the student and subsequent work in lesson will be adapted
accordingly

● End of unit test feedback to require one lesson dedicated to
addressing gaps in knowledge and exam skills

● Gaps in knowledge will be identified by any of the strategies above
● Lesson starter activities will be adapted to target gaps in

knowledge from the previous lesson(s)
● Formally marked work will require a Medal & Mission response

from the student and subsequent work in lesson will be adapted
accordingly

● End of unit test feedback to require one lesson dedicated to
addressing gaps in knowledge and exam skills

Cultural capital
lessons

Cultural capital will be accumulated throughout these topics. Cultural
knowledge during these topics will include:

● Considering the diverse nature of French society
● Attitudes towards diversity
● Promoting intercultural awareness
● An examination of the French political system
● Understanding why young French people may or may not vote
● French political values

● The IRP is a cultural study of the student’s choice and will therefore
vary from candidate to candidate

● The literature element of this course is a key way in which cultural
capital is developed, in particular:

o The way narrative stories are constructed in different
cultures

o The real-life setting of homelessness on the streets of
Paris

o Authentic French text, not written for learners of
French

● The film element of this course is a key way in which cultural
capital is developed, in particular:

o The setting of the film in the day-to-day life of Parisian
suburbs



o Inner city French lifestyle, slang words, music and
general culture

o The racial and socio-economic divides of 1990’s France
o The historical context of urban unrest and riots


